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A B S T R A C T

Background: Anxiety disorders are the most common form of psychopathology and often begin early in devel-
opment. Therefore, there is interest in identifying neural biomarkers that characterize pathways leading to
anxiety disorders early in the course of development. A substantial amount of work focuses on the error-related
negativity (ERN) as a biomarker of anxiety. While two previous reviews have focused on the relationship of the
ERN and anxiety in adults, no previous review has focused on this issue in children and adolescents.
Results and conclusions: Overall, 22 studies were included in the current review. A number of patterns emerged,
including: 1.) The ERN is enhanced in clinically anxious children at all ages (6–18 years old), regardless of the
task used to measure the ERN. 2.) Studies focusing on anxiety symptoms and temperamental fear suggest that the
relationship between the ERN and normative anxiety may change across development. 3.) The ERN can predict
the onset of anxiety disorders across different developmental periods. 4.) The ERN relates to other markers of
risk for anxiety (e.g., aversive startle potentiation) in children and adolescents.

1. Introduction

Anxiety disorders are the most common form of psychopathology
and often cause chronic impairment across the lifespan (Kessler et al.,
2005). A substantial amount of research suggests both adults and
children are affected by clinical anxiety, and that adult anxiety most
commonly begins early in development (Beesdo et al., 2009; Last et al.,
1996; Pine et al., 1998; Wittchen et al., 2000). In light of the fact that
anxiety disorders tend to begin early in life and often result in chronic
impairment, characterizing developmental pathways that lead to an-
xious versus healthy trajectories may improve prevention and inter-
vention strategies.

In an effort to map healthy versus anxious trajectories, research has
begun examining the development of core neural systems that underlie
clinical anxiety (Pine, 2007). Identifying neural biomarkers that co-
occur with anxiety, as well as those that precede the onset of anxiety,
may enhance our understanding of the etiopathogenesis of clinical
anxiety, in addition to improving our ability to implement preventative
strategies − before symptoms become impairing. Recent evidence
suggests that treatment earlier in the course of the development of
anxiety disorders results in better long-term functioning (Mancebo

et al., 2014) − therefore, early identification may be particularly im-
portant to improve our ability to implement preventative strategies.
Additionally, identifying early biomarkers of risk may provide novel
targets of treatment for cognitive, behavioral, or pharmacological ap-
proaches.

A substantial amount of work has focused on the error-related ne-
gativity as a biomarker of anxiety in adults (Meyer, 2016). The ERN is a
sharp negative-going peak in the event-related potential waveform at
fronto-central sites and is elicited when people make errors of com-
mission on simple laboratory-based reaction time tasks1 (see Fig. 1).
The ERN has been shown to be increased in anxious adult populations
in over 40 studies to date (Moser et al., 2013). Disorders characterized
by anxious apprehension (i.e., cognitive symptoms of anxiety) as op-
posed to anxious arousal (i.e., acute fear response) seem to be parti-
cularly related to an increased ERN − e.g., obsessive-compulsive dis-
order (OCD; Endrass et al., 2008; Gehring et al., 2000; Weinberg et al.,
2015) and generalized anxiety disorder (GAD; Weinberg et al., 2012a,
2012b, 2010; Xiao et al., 2011). Two recent reviews suggest that the
ERN’s relationship to anxiety is robust (Cavanagh and Shackman, 2015;
Moser et al., 2013), finding an overall effect size of approximately
r=0.35. However, both of these reviews focus on adult populations.
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1 The ERN is commonly measured using: the flankers task (participants press a button depending on the direction of the center arrow, while ignoring the direction of the flanking
arrows), the go/no-go task (participants must withhold a response on “no-go” trials), and the Stroop task (participants must press a button depending on the color of a word, while
ignoring the text). For a comparison of tasks, see: Meyer et al. (2013a, 2013b); Riesel et al. (2013).
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Despite the importance of utilizing neural markers to characterize early
developmental trajectories, and evidence that there are important
changes in the ERN and its relationship with anxiety across develop-
ment (Davies et al., 2004; Meyer et al., 2012; Tamnes et al., 2013), no
previous review has focused on this issue in children and adolescents.
The object of the current review is to consolidate previous work on the
ERN and anxiety within a developmental theoretical framework fo-
cusing on the normative shift in fear and anxiety that occurs during the
transition from childhood to adolescence − and to delineate normative
versus clinical trajectories of anxiety.

1.1. The ERN in the context of a developmental framework

The ERN is thought to be generated in the anterior cingulate cortex
(ACC), a region of the brain where information about pain, threat, and
punishment is integrated to change behavior (Shackman et al., 2011).
We have conceptualized errors as a specific type of threat − indeed,
errors do prompt a cascade of physiological responses consistent with
defensive responding (e.g., skin conductance response, heart rate de-
celeration, potentiated startle reflex, pupil dilation, corrugator muscle
contraction; Weinberg et al., 2012a, 2012b). Unlike many other aver-
sive stimuli, errors are self-generated. Therefore, we view variability in
the ERN to reflect the degree to which internally generated threat (i.e.,
errors) is experienced as aversive and salient to an individual. This is
consistent with work linking the ERN to increased monitoring of one’s
own behavior (Weinberg et al., 2016).

Recent models advocate the importance of considering develop-
mental changes in the neural mechanisms underlying three core sys-
tems: 1.) reward/approach, 2.) harm-avoidance, and 3.) regulation
(Casey et al., 2008; Ernst et al., 2006). While these models do empha-
size development changes in harm-avoidance and fear, they treat this
construct as a unitary phenomenon. However, a wealth of evidence
suggests that as children grow older, anxiety tends to transition from
fear of external threat (e.g., the dark, animals, insects, weather) to self-
conscious shyness and worry about behavioral competence and social
evaluation (i.e., internal threat) (Copeland et al., 2014; Crozier and
Burnham, 1990; Gullone, 2000; Spence et al., 2001; Vasey et al., 1994).
These findings suggest that fearfulness may not unilaterally increase or

decrease during development, but rather change its manifestation
across time.

In the current review, we review the ERN using a developmental
framework related to this phenomenological shift in normative fear.
Considering that the ERN may index a particular type of threat sensi-
tivity, this neural marker may be useful in tracing the changing mani-
festations of anxiety across development. The ERN may be useful in
tracking this normative developmental shift from external to internal
threat sensitivity that we hypothesize occurs between the ages of 7–9
years old. Additionally, the ERN may also differentially track clinical
anxiety early in development.

1.2. An alternative perspective: the ERN and cognitive control

It should also be noted that an alternative view suggests that the
ERN indexes individual variation in cognitive control (Moser et al.,
2013). From this perspective, the increased ERN magnitude observed in
anxious individuals is thought to reflect decreased or inefficient cog-
nitive control due to worry. One implication of this model is that in-
dividuals low in cognitive control should be characterized by an in-
creased ERN. However, there is some evidence that individuals low in
working memory are characterized by a decreased ERN (Coleman et al.,
2017; Miller et al., 2012). In fact, two studies suggests that increasing
working-memory load reduces the ERN (Klawohn et al., 2016; Maier
and Steinhauser, 2017) − which is opposite of what this model would
predict. To date, there are no studies examining the relationship be-
tween individual differences in the ERN, cognitive control, and anxiety.
Given the paucity of work in this area, the current review focuses on a
developmental framework related to fear and anxiety and does not
examine cognitive control. Future work should examine whether defi-
cits in cognitive control mediate the relationship between the ERN and
anxiety.

1.3. Stability and change in the ERN across development

A critical, yet often ignored, requirement for the study of individual
differences is the examination of the psychometric properties of neural
measures. This is particularly important in developmental work insofar

Fig. 1. Response-locked ERP waveforms at FCz during a flankers task in 150 females between the ages of 8 and 14 years old. On the right, a topographical map depicting the difference
between error and correct responses in the time range of the ERN (0–100ms).
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as psychometric properties could account for developmental effects
(i.e., apparent age-related differences in ERN might reflect psycho-
metric changes). Psychometric work on the ERN has recently been ex-
tended from adults to children and adolescents, finding reasonable
trait-like stability in the ERN (Pontifex et al., 2010; Segalowitz et al.,
2010). Specifically, we have examined the reliability and stability of the
ERN in children and adolescents initially aged 8–13 years-old, over the
course of two years (Meyer et al., 2014a, 2015a). These data suggest
impressive test-retest reliability (Cronbach’s alpha=0.51) across time
and good internal consistency. Specifically, the internal consistency of
the ERN at both assessments exceeded 0.80, suggesting that this com-
ponent has high internal consistency across different stages of devel-
opment. And further, within adolescents, the ERN elicited by two dif-
ferent tasks (flankers and Go/no-go) were moderately correlated
(r=0.47) indicating convergent validity of the ERN. Taken together,
these data suggest that the ERN is a reliable and stable measure of error
processing in children and adolescents.

While the ERN has been found to be a psychometrically sound
measure in children and adolescents, important changes in error-pro-
cessing occur across development (Tamnes et al., 2013). For example,
test-retest reliability can be high if the entire sample is changing at the
same rate. Indeed, using a letter flanker task in a large sample between
the ages of 7 and 18 years old, Davies et al. (2004) observed an increase
in ERN magnitude across development. Additionally, they observed a
quadratic relationship between ERN and age, with an initial dip in ERN
amplitude around the time of pubertal onset, and subsequent rise until
reaching adult-like levels around age 18. Furthermore, Davies et al.
(2004) observed an interaction between this trajectory and gender,
indicating that the ERN began to increase sooner for girls than for boys
− suggesting a link to pubertal onset. Other work from this same group
has suggested that children and adolescents (between the ages of 10
and 16) displayed a reduced ERN compared to adults (Santesso and
Segalowitz, 2008). Since then, fourteen studies have found an in-
creasing ERN across development (for a review, see: Tamnes et al.,
2013).

In developmental populations, studies utilizing source-localization
suggest the ERN may be generated in the dorsal ACC or posterior cin-
gulate cortex (PCC; Buzzell et al., 2017; Ladouceur et al., 2007;
Santesso and Segalowitz, 2008).2 Consistent with findings suggesting
the ERN increases with age, diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) studies have
found that the cingulum bundle (a white matter tract that underlies the
ACC) matures later than most of the other tracts (Lebel and Beaulieu,
2011; Lebel et al., 2012). Further, one resting state functional con-
nectivity study suggests that in children, the dorsal ACC is relatively
disconnected from a cinguloopercular control network that has pre-
viously been identified in adults (Fair et al., 2007). Additionally, an
fMRI study including participants between the ages of 8 and 27 years
old found that error-related dorsal ACC activity increased with age
(Velanova et al., 2008) and recent work suggests that additional error-
related activity within the insula, orbiotofrontal cortex, and inferior
frontal gyrus increased with age as well (Buzzell et al., 2017). Collec-
tively, these studies suggest that error-related neural activity undergoes
normative changes across development. Considering these changes, it is
important to explore this biomarker at different developmental stages
in relation to anxiety.

1.4. The ERN in children and adolescents with anxiety disorders

Although the ERN does increase with age, it can be measured early
in development (Torpey et al., 2012). We identified seven studies that
examined the magnitude of the ERN in children and adolescents with

clinical anxiety disorders measured via diagnostic interviews (see
Table 1; Carrasco et al., 2013; Hajcak et al., 2008; Hanna et al., 2012;
Kujawa et al., 2016; Ladouceur et al., 2006; Meyer et al., 2016a, 2016b,
2016c; Meyer et al., 2013a, 2013b).3 Similar to studies in adult popu-
lations, these studies universally found that the ERN is increased in
clinically anxious children. Three of the studies examined the ERN in
children with OCD (Carrasco et al., 2013; Hajcak et al., 2008; Hanna
et al., 2012), one study focused on children and adolescents with GAD
and social anxiety disorder (Kujawa et al., 2016), and the other three
examined a heterogeneous sample of children with pediatric anxiety
disorders (Ladouceur et al., 2006; Meyer et al., 2016a, 2016b, 2016c;
Meyer et al., 2013a, 2013b). An increased ERN appears to be associated
with clinical OCD (Carrasco et al., 2013; Hajcak et al., 2008; Hanna
et al., 2012) and social anxiety disorder (Kujawa et al., 2016) in young
individuals; however, the specificity of an enhanced ERN to any other
anxiety disorder is unclear. Due to the limited amount of children with
any one type of anxiety disorder in the other three studies, it was im-
possible to examine specificity. Future studies could explore to what
extent the ERN may be related to specific disorders in developmental
populations.

It is important to note that while the ERN was increased in clinically
anxious children, dimensional anxiety symptoms were unrelated to the
ERN magnitude in all six of these studies. Additionally, in Carrasco et al.
(2013), results suggested that among children and adolescents, the ERN
magnitude was related to OCD symptoms in individuals without clinical
OCD, but among children in the clinical range, symptom severity did not
relate to the ERN.

While the majority of these studies were completed in middle to late
childhood and adolescence (between the ages of 8 and 17 yrs), one
study did find that young children (6 yrs old) with anxiety disorders
were characterized by an increased ERN (Meyer, 2013). This finding
suggests that the ERN may be a useful neural marker of clinical anxiety
early in development. Future studies should examine the ERN in even
younger clinically anxious children. And, while some studies did in-
clude developmental analyses; none of the studies examined whether
the strength of the relationship between the ERN and clinical anxiety
changed across development. It will be important for future research to
explore whether the ERN is a better marker of clinical anxiety at dif-
ferent stages of development.

Consistent with the developmental studies discussed above, four of
the studies listed in Table 1 found that the magnitude of the ERN in-
creased with age across the entire sample (Carrasco et al., 2013; Hajcak
et al., 2008; Hanna et al., 2012; Meyer et al., 2013a, 2013b). Only one
study examined whether the developmental increase in the ERN varied
by diagnostic status − finding that the ERN increased with age in
controls, but not patients with OCD (Hanna et al., 2012). Future studies
in clinical populations should explore the possibility that the ERN has
pre-maturely undergone developmental changes and reached “adult-
like” magnitude early in the course of development.

It is also notable that the ERN was found to be increased in clinically
anxious children using a variety of tasks to measure the ERN. Results
were similar using an arrow flanker (Carrasco et al., 2013; Hanna et al.,
2012; Ladouceur et al., 2006; Meyer et al., 2017a), Simon (Hajcak et al.,
2008), and Go/no-go task (Meyer et al., 2013a, 2013b), and after
controlling for accuracy (Carrasco et al., 2013; Hanna et al., 2012;
Meyer et al., 2013a, 2013b). Additionally, the magnitude of the ERN
increased with age when using an arrow flanker, Simon, and Go/no-go
task as well. These results suggest that the ERN/clinical anxiety and
ERN/development relationship is robust in children, regardless of the
task used to elicit mistakes. However, it should be noted that some
studies do not control for behavior (reaction time or accuracy) when

2 However, it should be noted that the ACC has been observed to be involved in pro-
cesses other than error processing (Bush et al., 2000; Devinsky et al., 1995; MacDonald
et al., 2000; Vogt et al., 1992).

3 Clinical diagnoses were assessed using the following interviews: the schedule for
affective disorders and schizophrenia for school-age children (i.e., K-SADS-PL; Kaufman
et al., 1997) and the preschool age psychiatric assessment (i.e., PAPA; Egger et al., 1999).
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examining the ERN/anxiety relationship and no study has formally
evaluated the possibility of task-related or performance-related differ-
ences underlying the ERN/anxiety or ERN/development relationship in
children and adolescents.

1.5. The ERN and anxiety symptoms in children and adolescents

We identified five studies that examined the relationship between
anxiety symptoms and the ERN in non-clinical developmental popula-
tions (see Table 1; Bress et al., 2015; Lo et al., 2016; Meyer et al., 2012;
Santesso et al., 2006; Weinberg et al., 2016).4 These studies examined
the ERN/anxiety relationship amongst children and adolescents be-
tween the ages of 5 and 15 years old who did not have any anxiety
disorder. Two of these studies found that increased anxiety symptoms
related to an increased ERN magnitude in late childhood (between the
ages of 10 and 13 years old; Bress et al., 2015; Santesso et al., 2006).
One study specifically explored the relationship between the ERN and
obsessive-compulsive symptoms derived from the CBCL (Santesso et al.,
2006) and the other study examined an overall anxiety symptoms score
derived from the SCARED (Bress et al., 2015).

Two of the four studies examined the influence of development on
the ERN/anxiety relationship (Meyer et al., 2012; Weinberg et al.,
2016). In a developmental sample spanning the ages of 8–13, Meyer
et al. found that the relationship between the ERN and anxiety symp-
toms changed across development (Meyer et al., 2012). Among older
children, a larger ERN was related to increased anxiety symptoms. Al-
though the relationship was only significant at a trend level, in younger

children, increased anxiety symptoms were related to a blunted ERN.
Additionally, Lo et al. (2016) found that young children (between the
ages of 5 and 8 years old), characterized by increased separation an-
xiety symptoms, displayed an attenuated ERN.

Additionally, in a sample of adolescent females, we found a similar
pattern (Weinberg et al., 2016). Results suggested that the relationship
between the ERN and anxiety symptoms (checking behavior specifi-
cally) changed across development: amongst older girls, a larger ERN
was related to anxiety symptoms; however, this relationship was not
significant among younger girls. Collectively, these studies suggest that
the strength of the relationship between normative variation in anxiety
symptoms and the ERN may increase in magnitude as children age.

We have begun to conceptualize this pattern in relation to work on
normative developmental changes in anxiety. As children grow older,
anxiety tends to transition from fear of concrete, external threat to more
abstract, self-conscious shyness and worry about behavioral compe-
tence and social evaluation (Gullone, 2000). In this way, younger
children with increased levels of normative anxiety are characterized
by anxious arousal (i.e., fear) and concern with external threat. These
children may be more preoccupied by the lab environment (e.g., the
dark room, the experimenter, separation from the parent) than their
performance on the task, and thereby display a decreased ERN. How-
ever, older children characterized by increased levels of normative
anxiety may have begun to be concerned with social evaluation and
behavioral competence − and thereby display an increased response to
errors.

For illustration purposes, Fig. 2 depicts a model wherein the re-
lationship between the ERN and anxiety changes within individuals
during the transition between early and later childhood. In this model,
as fears related to performance increase among children characterized
by normative anxiety, an increase in the ERN is observed. However,
among children low in anxiety, no developmental increases in the ERN
is are expected to occur.

Additionally, in this model, children characterized by clinical levels

Table 1
Includes studies that examined the error-related negativity (ERN) in relation to anxiety disorders (top) and anxiety symptoms (bottom) in children and adolescent populations.
Information included in table columns: first author and year of publication, task used to measure the ERN, questionnaire or interview used to measure anxiety, age range of participants,
main findings regarding the ERN and development, main finding regarding the ERN and anxiety.

Task Sample (N) Anxiety Measure Age Developmental Analyses Results

Anxiety Disorders:
Carrasco et al. (2013) Arrow flanker 40 OCD K-SADS-PL 10–17 yrs ↑ERN= ↑Age ↑ERN in Pediatric OCD

40 HC In patients: ERN ≠ symptoms
In controls: ↑ERN= ↑OCD symptoms

Hajcak et al. (2008) Simon 18 OCD Y-BOCS 8–17 yrs ↑ERN= ↑Age ↑ERN in Pediatric OCD
18 HC ERN ≠ symptoms

Hanna et al. (2012) Arrow flanker 44 OCD K-SADS-PL 10–19 yrs In controls: ↑ERN= ↑Age ↑ERN in Pediatric OCD
44 HC In patients: ERN ≠ Age ERN ≠ symptoms

Ladouceuer et al. (2006) Arrow flanker 12 ANX K-SADS-PL,
SCARED

8–14 yrs none ↑ERN in Pediatric Anxiety Disorders

13 HC ERN ≠ symptoms
Meyer et al. (2013a) Go/no-go 48 ANX PAPA 6 yrs ↑ERN= ↑Age ↑ERN in Pediatric Anxiety Disorders

48 HC
Meyer et al. (2017) Arrow flanker 25 ANX K-SADS-PL 9 yrs None ↑ERN in Pediatric Anxiety Disorders

130 HC
Kujawa et al. (2016) Arrow flanker 35 HC K-SADS-PL 8–26yrs ↑ERN= ↑Age ↑ERN in Social Anxiety Disorders

18 SAD No ERN difference in GAD
20 GAD

Anxiety Symptoms:
Meyer et al. (2012) Arrow flanker 55 Parent SCARED 8–13 yrs ERN x Age=Anxiety symptoms Older children: ↑ERN=↑ anxiety symptoms

Younger children: ↓ERN= ↑ anxiety
symptoms

Santesso et al. (2006) Letter flanker 37 CBCL − OC 10 yrs None ↑ERN= ↑ OC anxiety symptoms
Weinberg et al. (2016) Arrow flanker 515 IDAS − checking 13–15 yrs ERN x Age=Checking symptoms Older children: ↑ERN=↑ checking

symptoms
(specific to anxiety and not depression)

Bress et al. (2015) Arrow flanker 25 Parent SCARED 11–13 yrs None ↑ERN= ↑ anxiety symptoms
(specific to anxiety and not depression)

Lo et al., (2016) Go/no-go 139 Parent RCADS 5–8 yrs No relationship between age and ERN ↓ERN= ↑ separation anxiety symptoms

4 Anxiety symptoms were measured with the following assessments: the screen for
child anxiety related emotional disorders (i.e., SCARED; Birmaher et al., 1997), the child
behavior checklist (i.e., CBCL; Achenbach and Edelbrock, 1981), the inventory of de-
pression and anxiety symptoms (i.e., IDAS; Watson et al., 2012), the revised child and
anxiety and depression scales (i.e., RCADS; Chorpita et al., 2005), and the Yale-Brown
obsessive-compulsive scale (i.e., Y-BOCS; Goodman et al., 1989).
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of anxiety, display an increased ERN at all developmental time points.
Using this developmental framework, children with clinical anxiety do
not undergo the normative developmental increases in the ERN or an-
xiety symptoms; rather, they may have already undergone these
changes, achieving adult-like levels prematurely. This is consistent with
the findings previously discussed wherein young children characterized
by clinical levels of anxiety display an increased ERN. Moreover, di-
mensional anxiety symptoms do not relate to the ERN magnitude in
clinical populations and in one study, developmental increases in the
ERN were not observed in children with clinical diagnoses (Hanna
et al., 2012).

Although further work is still needed to clarify these trajectories, it
is clear that the relationship between the ERN and normative variability
in anxiety may differ across development. In light of the potential uti-
lity of using the ERN as a neurobehavioral risk marker to predict the
onset and course of anxiety, it is important to further characterize the
relationship between normative levels of anxiety and error processing

in children and adolescents while simultaneously considering the po-
tential moderating role of development.

Two of the studies included examine the specificity of the re-
lationship between the ERN and anxiety symptoms. For example, Bress
et al. (2015) found that the ERN related to anxiety, but not depression
symptoms in children and adolescents. In a study by Weinberg et al.
(2016), results suggested that within the same individuals, while an-
xiety symptoms related to an increased ERN, depression symptoms re-
lated to a blunted ERN. In this study, the relationship between the ERN
and depression symptoms was not moderated by age. This is consistent
with other work suggesting that the ERN is decreased in children with
major depressive disorder (Ladouceur et al., 2012), and in children at
risk for depression (i.e., children with a maternal history of chronic
depression; Meyer et al., 2016a, 2016b, 2016c). Taken together, these
results suggest that an increased ERN may be a biomarker for anxiety, a
relatively decreased ERN may be a biomarker for depression.

Furthermore, findings fromWeinberg et al. (2016) suggested that an

Fig. 2. Model depicting the theoretical moderation of
trait anxiety on the relationship between the ERN
and age during the transition between early and late
childhood. Based on studies in the current review, we
expect that increased anxiety symptoms within the
normative range will relate to a decreased ERN in
early childhood, when children tend to be more
fearful of external stimuli (e.g., the dark), and that
increased anxiety symptoms within the normative
range will relate to an increased ERN in later child-
hood, when children tend to be more fearful of in-
ternally generated stimuli (e.g., their performance on
a task). Based on studies in the current review, this
pattern of results has been observed both between
and within-subjects, suggesting that being high in
trait anxiety may result in a significant increase in
ERN magnitude from early to late childhood.
Additionally, this model puts forth the proposition
that children with clinical levels of anxiety will dis-
play an increases ERN regardless of developmental
stage.

Table 2
Includes studies that examined the error-related negativity (ERN) in relation to temperament (fear or behavioral inhibition) in children and adolescent populations. Information included
in table columns: first author and year of publication, task used to measure the ERN, questionnaire, interview, or lab-based assessment used to measure anxiety or temperament, age range
of participants, main findings regarding the ERN and development, main finding regarding the ERN and temperament.

Task Sample (N) Anxiety Measure Age Developmental
Analyses

Results

Temperament:
McDermott et al. (2009) Letter flanker 113 BI, K-SADS-PL BI=14 and 24 months, 4

and 7 yrs, ERN=15 yrs
↑early BI= ↑
adolescent ERN

BI x ERN=adolescent Anxiety
Disorders

within-subjects
Lahat et al. (2014) Fish flanker task 291 BI, K-SADS-PL BI=24 and 36 months,

ERN=7 yrs
↑early BI= ↑ child
ERN

BI x ERN=Social Phobia Disorder

within-subjects
Torpey et al. (2013) Go/No-Go 413 Temperamental Fear Fear=3 yrs, ERN=6 yrs ↑early Fear= ↓ Age 6

ERN
↑early Fear= ↓ Age 6 ERN,
independent of maternal history of
anxiety

Meyer et al. Invited
Resubmission

Go/No-Go,
Arrow flanker

271 Temperamental Fear Fear=3 yrs, ERN=6 and
9 yrs

↑early Fear= ↓ Age 6
ERN

↑early Fear children characterized by
developmental trajectory: ↓ERN to ↑
ERN

↑early Fear= ↑Age 9
ERN
within-subjects

Moser et al. (2015) Fish flanker task 13 Temperamental Fear 5–6 yrs none ↑ Fear= ↓ ERN
Brooker et al. (2014) modified flanker

task (ANT)
41 Temperamental Fear Fear=2 yrs, ERN=4 yrs none ERN was only observed in ↑ fear group
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increased ERN was specifically related to the IDAS anxiety symptom
scale indexing checking symptoms, even when controlling for all other
anxiety symptom scales. Checking reflects the tendency to engage in
self-monitoring of one’s own behavior to reduce anxiety (e.g., re-
peatedly checking to make sure one turned off the light). It light of
these findings, it appears that the ERN is specific to anxiety versus
depression, and can also be linked to a well-defined transdiagnostic
construct with behavioral and clinical significance (i.e., checking).

1.6. The ERN and child temperament

In this context, temperament is used to refer to early-emerging
patterns of the expression of emotion and behavior that are thought to
be relatively stable across time, and rooted in biological systems. We
identified six studies that examined the relationship between the ERN
and temperament (see Table 2; Brooker et al., 2011; Lahat et al., 2014;
McDermott et al., 2009; Meyer, Hajcak et al., Under Review; Moser
et al., 2015; Torpey et al., 2013). These studies focused on tempera-
mental fear and behavioral inhibition. Behavioral inhibition is defined
by wariness, fear, and low exploration in novel situations and is thought
to predict anxious trajectories (Kagan, 1997) and temperamental fear is
defined by stable and consistent expression of fear in multiple contexts
(Goldsmith and Campos, 1990). In the majority of these studies, child
temperament was measured relatively early in development (between 1
and 3 years of age) through laboratory observational measures, and the
ERN was measured at various developmental stages.

The pattern of results from studies focusing on temperament are
consistent with the findings discussed above regarding anxiety symp-
toms. Early behavioral inhibition and temperamental fear are related to
an increased ERN in older children and adolescents. For example,
McDermott et al. (2009) found that behavioral inhibition measured at
14 and 24 months and 4 and 7 years related to an increased ERN when
participants were 15 years of age. Similarly, Lahat et al. (2014) found
that behavioral inhibition assessed at 24 and 36 months of age related
to an increased ERN when children were 7 years old. Consistent with
these findings, we found that temperamental fear assessed at 3 years of
age related to an increased ERN when children were 9 years old (Meyer,
Hajcak et al., Under Review). Taken together, these prospective-long-
itudinal studies suggest that toddlers characterized by increased beha-
vioral inhibition or temperamental fear are more likely to be char-
acterized by an increased ERN magnitude in middle to late childhood
and adolescence.

Consistent with the pattern observed regarding child anxiety
symptoms, the relationship between child temperament and the ERN
appears to shift during development. First reported in Torpey et al.
(2013), temperamental fear measured at age 3 related to a decreased
ERN when measured in young children (6 years old). In a follow-up
study, we examined the ERN in this sample of children three years later
(Meyer, Hajcak et al., Under Review). Indeed, the same children char-
acterized by high temperamental fear who had a decreased ERN at the
age 6 assessment were characterized by an increased ERN at the age 9
assessment. This study extended previous work by investigating the
developmental trajectory of the ERN/fear relationship within-subjects.

Moreover, another study examining temperamental fear and child
ERN magnitude in this same age range (5–6 years old) replicated this
pattern of results (Moser et al., 2015). Children characterized by high
fear (assessed via behavioral observations in the lab) also displayed a
blunted ERN. We have conceptualized this developmental shift in the
same manner as discussed above in relation to anxiety symptoms.
Children characterized by increased temperamental fear are more likely
to be afraid of external stimuli (e.g., the dark room during the lab visit,
being separated from their parent, etc.) during early childhood and may
therefore be less invested in their behavioral performance consequences
during the ERN assessment. As these children grow older, their fears
may become increasingly linked to behavioral performance and thereby
relate to an increased ERN.

1.7. The ERN: predicting the onset of anxiety

In addition to being able to index current disease state, a neural
biomarker may also be useful in detecting who is at risk for developing
clinical anxiety. Identifying neural biomarkers that not only correlate
with anxiety, but can predict the subsequent onset of anxiety disorders
across development is critical to furthering our understanding of the
etiopathogenesis of anxiety, as well as for increasing the efficacy of
early intervention strategies. We identified four studies that examine
the extent to which the ERN can predict the onset of anxiety disorders
in children and adolescents (see Table 3; Lahat et al., 2014; McDermott
et al., 2009; Meyer et al., 2016a, 2016b, 2016c, 2015).

Results were consistent across all four studies: an increased ERN
early in life related to an increased risk for anxiety disorders later in
development. One study found that an increased ERN magnitude pre-
dicted the onset of new anxiety disorders while controlling for baseline
anxiety symptoms, as well as maternal history of anxiety (Meyer et al.,
2015b). In this study, the ERN was measured in healthy children when
they were 6 years old and anxiety disorders were assessed three years
later via diagnostic interview with the parent and child, when children
were 9 years old (Meyer et al., 2015b). Consistent with the develop-
mental model previously discussed (see Fig. 2), children with a current
anxiety disorder or children who will go on to develop one, are char-
acterized by an early-emerging increased ERN.

Two studies examined the interaction of early behavioral inhibition
and the ERN magnitude in predicting anxiety disorders later in devel-
opment (Lahat et al., 2014; McDermott et al., 2009). McDermott et al.
(2009) found that ERN magnitude moderated the association between
early behavioral inhibition and adolescent anxiety disorders, such that
children high in behavioral inhibition and characterized by an in-
creased ERN were particularly vulnerable to the onset of anxiety dis-
orders in adolescence. It should be noted, that in this study, the ERN
and anxiety disorders were measured at the same time point. Similarly,
in a study by Lahat et al. (2014), the association between early beha-
vioral inhibition and middle childhood anxiety disorders (9 years old)
was moderated by ERN magnitude (measured at Age 7), such that
children high in behavioral inhibition and characterized by an en-
hanced ERN were more likely to experience social phobia. While some
children high in behavioral inhibition will go on to develop anxiety
disorders, most will not (Buss and Kiel, 2013; Lahat et al., 2011). These
studies suggest that the ERN may be useful in delineating clinical from
non-clinical trajectories amongst children high in behavioral inhibition,
thereby facilitating early identification and intervention efforts.

A recent study extended these findings by examining the interaction
between the ERN and temperamental fear in predicting stress-mediated
increases in anxiety symptoms following a natural disaster (i.e.,
Hurrican Sandy; Meyer et al., 2016a, 2016b, 2016c). Results suggested
that children who were high in fear at age 3 and experienced increased
hurricane stressors were characterized by a subsequent increase in
anxiety symptoms − but only when they were also characterized by an
increased ERN at age 6. This pattern of results is consistent with pre-
vious work finding that early temperament and the ERN interact to
predict risk for anxiety. Additionally, these findings support a diathesis-
stress model, suggesting that the combination of early temperamental
fear and an increased ERN together elevate the risk for increases in
anxiety following environmental stress.

One prediction that follows from the developmental model put forth in
this review (see Fig. 2) would be that young children characterized by
increased fear and a large ERN would be particularly at risk for clinical
anxiety − given that normatively anxious young children are character-
ized by a decreased ERN. Results from the studies discussed above support
this notion − early temperamental fear or behavioral inhibition interact
with the ERN to predict risk for anxiety later in development.
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1.8. The ERN and other risk factors for anxiety

Given that the ERN has been proposed as an index of threat sensi-
tivity and is thought to index risk for anxiety disorders, it is important
to examine the ERN in relation to other risk factors in children and
adolescents. We identified six such studies– and risk factors ranged
from heredity to aversive startle potentiation (Carrasco et al., 2013;
Hajcak et al., 2008; Jackson et al., 2017; Lo et al., 2015; Meyer, Glenn
et al., 2016; Torpey et al., 2013). The majority of these studies found
that increased ERN magnitude related to risk for anxiety.

Two studies examined the ERN in children at risk for OCD (Carrasco
et al., 2013; Hajcak et al., 2008) − finding evidence for an association
between risk and an increased ERN in children. For example, in a
sample of children and adolescents between the ages of 10 and 17 years
old, the ERN was found to be increased in healthy, unaffected siblings
of children with OCD (Carrasco et al., 2013). Additionally, a study by
Hajcak et al. (2008) found evidence for an increased ERN in children
after successful treatment for OCD. These children continued to display
an increased ERN, even though their symptoms no longer met diag-
nostic criteria for OCD. Together, these studies suggest that children at
risk for OCD may be characterized by an increased ERN.

Three studies found that the ERN related to altered startle re-
sponding in children and adolescents (Jackson et al., 2017; Lo et al.,
2016; Meyer et al., 2016a, 2016b, 2016c). The human startle response
is a widely studied and well-validated measure of defensive activation
(Lang, 1994; Lang et al., 1990) and can be measured in humans by the
magnitude of eye muscle contraction in response to a loud acoustic
probe. Many studies suggest that the magnitude of the startle response
is potentiated when participants are viewing threatening stimuli
(Bradley et al., 2006; Lang et al., 2000). In Meyer et al. (2016c), 9-year-
old children characterized by a large ERN also exhibited greater po-
tentiation of the startle response while viewing unpleasant images, but
not while viewing neutral or pleasant images. These results suggest that
aversive potentiation of the startle reflex and the ERN magnitude may
index overlapping individual variation in threat sensitivity in children.

The second study examined startle habituation during a fear-
learning task in relation to the ERN magnitude (Jackson et al., 2017). In
a group of females between the ages of 8 and 14 years old, participants
completed a learning task wherein faces were paired with an aversive
scream. During this task, startle probes were administered to measure
threat reactivity and as expected, startle responding was potentiated to
the faces paired with the scream (CS+ ) and habituated across the task.
An increased ERN magnitude related to decreased startle habituation to
the CS+ and also to an increased score on a self-report measure of the
behavioral inhibition system − both risk factors for anxiety disorders
(Amodio et al., 2008; Turner et al., 2005). However, it should be noted
that Lo et al., found that the ERN related to a smaller startle response in
a sample of 3–7 year old children (Lo et al., 2015). In this study, the
negative condition startle magnitude was not calculated relative to an
ITI or the positive condition − so interpretation of these findings are
difficult. Taken together, results from studies that integrate startle re-
activity and the ERN in children and adolescents suggest that the
magnitude of the ERN may track defensive reactivity as indexed by the
startle response. Future studies should explore to what extent using
these measures in conjunction may increase our ability to identify and
predict anxious developmental trajectories.

One study suggested that maternal history of anxiety related to a
blunted ERN in young children (Torpey et al., 2013). Consistent with the
developmental pattern discussed previously, it is possible that anxious
or anxiety-prone young children (these children were 6 years old) may
not yet be characterized by increased concern regarding their own
behavior and may therefore display decreased response monitoring due
to fears related to external stimuli in the testing environment. Future
studies could explore this possibility by examining to what extent a
history of maternal anxiety relates to the ERN magnitude in older
children and adolescents. It is also possible that the association between

maternal anxiety and a reduced ERN in young children is related to the
fact that maternal anxiety is a risk factor for the development of a wide
variety of psychopathology, including externalizing disorders and de-
pression (Beidel and Turner, 1997; Bijl et al., 2002; Merikangas et al.,
1998), which have been associated with a blunted ERN (Hall et al.,
2007; Ladouceur et al., 2012).

2. Conclusions and future directions

Overall, results from the studies reviewed confirm that the ERN is
associated with anxiety in children and adolescents. Children and
adolescents with clinical anxiety disorders were consistently char-
acterized by an increased ERN, across different developmental stages
and using different tasks to elicit the ERN. However, normative varia-
tion in anxiety symptoms and temperamental behavioral inhibition and
fear displayed a relationship with the ERN that changed from early to
late childhood. While the ERN appears to be blunted in anxious young
children, the ERN is increased in anxious older children and adoles-
cents. We conceptualized this pattern in the context of the changing
expression of normative fear from externally focused stimuli in early
childhood to internally generated threat in later childhood. Moreover,
younger children with clinical anxiety may have already begun to
monitor for behavioral competence and are more sensitive to internal
threat, thereby displaying an early-emerging increased ERN.

Results from the current review are consistent with the develop-
mental framework outlined above. The studies reviewed indicate that
the relationship between the ERN and normative anxiety symptoms
may change during the transition from early to late childhood. We
hypothesize that this change is related to the changing phenomenology
of fear during this time. However, future work is needed to confirm this
proposition. For example, self-report measures that assess specific fears
may be used to examine these trajectories. It is possible that anxious
young children characterized by a decreased ERN would report fears
related to the dark or strangers, whereas these same children may re-
port fears related to evaluation and performance later in childhood that
would co-occur with an increase in the ERN. Future work could also
utilize other neural measures to investigate this possibility − for ex-
ample, measuring neural reactivity to different types of threatening
images to examine whether children become more or less reactive to
specific types of threats and whether this tracks the normative devel-
opment of the ERN.

It is also important to consider potential neurodevelopmental fac-
tors that may underlie the developmental shift in the ERN/anxiety re-
lationship. One factor to consider is the differential development of the
rostral and dorsal ACC. For example, one study found that rostral ACC
activity varied as a function of age, whereas dorsal ACC activity was
only found in adults (Velanova et al., 2008), suggesting that the ratio of
dorsal to rostral ACC may change across development. Given some
evidence that hypoactive rostral ACC activity is associated with anxiety
(Adleman et al., 2002; Cunningham et al., 2002), this changing ratio of
dorsal to rostral ACC activity may relate to the developmental shift in
the ERN/anxiety relationship. Additionally, findings from a recent
study suggest that while error-related activity in the PCC increases
linearly across development, so does activity in the insula and orbio-
tofrontal cortex − both of which have been associated with inter-
ceptive processing (Bechara et al., 2000; Buzzell et al., 2017; Critchley
et al., 2004). It is possible that developmental changes in these neural
networks underlie the developmental shift observed in the ERN/anxiety
relationship. Future studies utilizing fMRI are needed to investigate
these possibilities.

Results from the current review also suggested that the relationship
between the ERN and anxiety demonstrates specificity in develop-
mental populations. For example, the ERN appears to be blunted in
depressed children and in children at risk for depression. Furthermore,
when both anxiety and depression symptoms are entered simulta-
neously predicting the ERN, they have opposing effects, such that
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depression symptoms relate to a decreased ERN and anxiety symptoms
relate to an increased ERN (Weinberg et al., 2016). While the re-
lationship between anxiety symptoms and the ERN seem to shift across
development, in this study, the relationship between depression
symptoms and the ERN does not. Future studies are needed to confirm
this pattern. Additionally, when all anxiety symptoms are compared,
checking behavior appears to have the most robust relationship with
the ERN in adolescents − suggesting the ERN may index a transdiag-
nostic phenotype related to checking.

The ERN magnitude is related to a variety of risk markers for an-
xiety in children and adolescents − including aversive startle po-
tentiation. Future work should explore to what extent the ERN relates
to other correlates of anxiety (e.g., pupil dilation, skin conductance,
heart rate, corrugator activity, attentional bias to threat, etc.) with the
aim of creating a biosignature of risk factors that may best predict the
onset of anxiety disorders across development. Using a latent variable
approach − creating a measure of the overlapping variance between
multiple measures of threat sensitivity — may improve our predictive
ability. In light of the fact that the ERN relates to other psychophy-
siological measures of threat sensitivity in children, it may be useful in
the context of a psychoneurometric approach (Yancey et al., 2016). This
approach entails combining multiple physiological indicators as well as
scale measures to form a composite psychoneurometric index of a trait
in order to improve conceptualization and operationalization of psy-
chopathology.

It should be noted that one limitation of the current review is that
many of the studies included were derived from only a few laboratories.
Future studies should be conducted across multiple laboratories.
Additionally, given the tasks utilized by the studies included in the
current review, it is not possible to determine whether anxious or older
children are: 1.) better at detecting they made an error versus 2.) are
more reactive to having made an error.

An important future direction is examining to what extent the ERN
can be leveraged as a diagnostic tool in clinic or school settings. The
low cost of collecting EEG data, combined with the relatively low level
of training required to administer the EEG assessments makes this a
feasible measure for applied settings. Additionally, collecting EEG data
from a child or adolescent can take less than 15min, making this
measure both affordable and time-efficient (Bress et al., 2015). Future
work is needed to determine developmentally appropriate clinical
cutoff scores and norms, as well as standardized tasks, for this assess-
ment to be integrated into clinic and school settings. For example, the
current model suggests that early childhood may be the optimal time to
use the ERN to identify children at-risk for anxiety − such that young
children high in anxiety symptoms and displaying an increased ERN may
be particularly at risk. Future work is needed to explore this possibility.

In addition to using the ERN as a diagnostic tool in developmental
populations, it may also serve as a target of treatment. Given the fact
that the ERN is elevated early in the course of development, before
anxiety symptoms become impairing, it is critical to identify factors that
may modify the ERN early in life − so as to prevent the onset of clinical
anxiety. Indeed, although ERN magnitude seems to be moderately
heritable (Anokhin et al., 2008), a large portion of variance is un-
accounted for by genetic influences (between 40 and 60%) and is better
accounted for by environmental factors. Work in the lab indicates that
the ERN is increased when errors are punished (Riesel et al., 2012), and
this effect persists after punishment ends. Thus, learning-related ex-
periences surrounding error commission seem to impact the ERN. Ex-
tending these findings, we recently found that harsh or punishing
parenting styles are related to an increased ERN in young children, and
the magnitude of the ERN mediated the relationship between harsh
parenting styles and anxiety disorders in children (Meyer et al., 2014).
The relationship between the ERN and harsh parenting has also been
found in even younger children (Brooker and Buss, 2014). Future stu-
dies should determine if intervention strategies focusing on parenting
styles may impact children’s ERNs and thereby risk for anxiety.

Recent work has also begun to examine the extent to which beha-
vioral and cognitive interventions may impact the ERN in children and
adolescents. In one study, participants who completed an attention bias
modification (ABM) program designed to train participants to disen-
gage their attention away from threatening stimuli and increase their
attention towards neutral or positive stimuli, displayed a reduced ERN
(Nelson et al., 2015). However, it should be noted that this study did
not include pre/post measures of the ERN. Ongoing research as part of a
large, longitudinal study is currently examining whether multiple ses-
sions of ABM training can reduce the ERN and risk for anxiety disorders
in adolescent females. Future work should examine novel methods of
targeting the ERN early in development and examine to what extent
reducing the ERN can modulate risk for anxiety in children and ado-
lescents.
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